
Aronimink’s Expectations
Morning  
Line Up Bus Lines Bus Specials

Be 
Safe

1. Walk to your line when 
you hear the school bell

2. Line up on the black top 
every morning

3. Enter the building silently 
and in your own line

4. Pass the door to the 
person behind you

1. Walk in a close, 
single file line 

2. Keep hands and feet to 
yourself

3. Stay to the right when 
walking in the hallways  
and stairwells

4. Use proper stairways

1. Remain seated in your 
own seat until the bus 
stops at your stop

2. Keep your hands and 
feet to yourself and  
inside the bus

3. Use  an inside voice

4. Eating and drinking are 
not allowed

1. Keep hands, feet, and 
objects to yourself

2. Stay in seat with your 
feet on the floor

3. Follow safety procedures 
for  all materials

Be 
Respectful

1. Get ready quietly so that 
you hear announcements

2. Take off hats and hoods

3. Stand up straight during 
the Pledge of Allegiance 
and announcements

1. Walk in silence

2. Pass the door to the 
person behind you

3. Listen to the bus monitor

1. Greet the bus driver in the 
morning and afternoon 

2. Be kind to the other 
students on the bus

3. Keep the bus clean

1. Raise your hand

2. Listen to the speaker

3. Use appropriate and  
positive language

4. Keep classroom clean

Be 
Responsible

1. Leave space in the 
hallways for others to pass

2. Walk into your classroom, 
and carefully  store your 
belongings

3. Put your assignments 
and school supplies away 
carefully

1. Walk directly to your bus 
line

2. Follow the school rules 
while on the bus. 

3. Be helpful to others on 
the bus

1. Go directly to  your seat

2. Do not switch seats

1. Follow directions

2. Complete assignments

3. Take care of the materials 
you are allowed to use in 
specials

4. Show effort and a positive 
attitude


